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ABSTRACT 

 
Software industry it is a mercurial environment in which the requirements and technologies always change as new 
technologies and breakthrough projects launches every day. To keep up with these volatile demand changes tradi-
tional waterfall model will not be an ideal solution. Traditional project management techniques are becoming extinct 
in the present times. Software developers and project managers are using Agile Project Management [APM] as this 
has solved many problems which are caused by other traditional models. As the Operations of Agile Project Man-
agement was still the same like Waterfall the deployment of the software was still like Waterfall. To reduce this we 
can use DevOps. In this paper we have written about Agile technique can be enhanced using DevOps which will in-
crease the efficiency of project management. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Agile Project Management technique are the steps for timely delivery of a software project which focuses on early and fast manufac-
turing of prototype, and based on software development process models that support iterative, incremental development of soft-
ware [2]. Agile software development methods were designed to deliver the required product to the customer quickly. It is agile pro-
ject management that advocates accomplishment of a task by using the skills by the developer and expectation of the user or cus-
tomer at the same time. 
 The Agile management technique can improve the effects of the mutual interactions among a project’s parts and directs them in the 
direction of continuous learning and adaptation. For latest applications and software which uses breakthrough technologies, Agile is 
must technique. 
Breakthrough technologies are the future of market and industry, and there are the new technologies and projects are produced 
globally. Thus traditional software project management techniques which might not be able to adapt these continuously changing 
technologies and thus the concept of agile improves the project management for software projects. 
Also, APM brings out more transparency in a project, which can be a major factor for software testing and acceptance by the user. In 
many cases, the users claim the product is not up to mark which causes huge loss for the developers. Thus, APM will improve the 
chance of acceptance by the end user [3]. 
As Agile gains growth in the software industry and it is more efficient than the traditional waterfall technique as it as a better way for 
developing software even the government software projects fails because they could not implement APM as they are still stuck with 
pedagogy. 
APM had also helped in better trust among the customers and developers by increased interaction. APM will help the developers to 
diligently work on the software or application to fulfill the expectation of the client. APM can improve the productivity of the soft-
ware companies by better management of the software resources and by improving the interpersonal and intrapersonal communica-
tion for and organization and also satisfy the stakeholders and increase transparency, accountability, and feedback in the project. 
Whereas DevOps is a mixture of Development & Operations – may be a code development methodology that appearance to inte-
grate all the code development functions from development to operations at intervals an equivalent cycle. 
This demand higher level of coordination at intervals the diverse stakeholders within the software development method which in-
cludes  Development, QA & Operations. 
In a DevOps, cross functionality, shared responsibilities and trust are an important factor. DevOps essentially extends the consecutive 
development goals of the Agile movement to continuous integration and release. To accommodate continuous discharges, DevOps 
encourages automation of the change, configuration and release processes.    
 
2. APPROACH  
As discussed in the agile manifesto, Agile replaces the higher level complex designs with frequent redesigns of prototypes or working 
models. It focuses on satisfying the customer on each stage of delivery. Unlike traditional models, Agile is ready for implementing any 
change in the design at later stages of the development. It also involves Extreme Programming (XP) where the developers continually 
develop the software for a huge amount of time continuously until they make the final product. It uses face-to –face conversation 
between the developer and the customer for a better understanding of the product instead of just including a user testing phase at a 
later stage of the product management. Agile focuses on features like quicker delivery of working software, improving the quality of 
the product and produce the best architecture and design.  
Agile gives a clear picture of the deadline of the project. 
A recent RightScale survey has found that fifty-four of firms have adopted DevOps and also the interest around DevOps is increasing 
speedily. During this article, we'll consider how this new package development methodology will impact QA and the way the QA per-
form as a full ought to evolve to embrace this variation. 
 
3. BENEFITS 
Agile is most beneficial in the areas of customer interaction, processes for handling the defects, learning in pair programming, quick 
thinking about the management, focuses on the latest technologies and platforms and focuses on the upcoming changes in the mar-
ket for the requirement of the product[9].Benefits of  Agile software project development includes the trust, trust among the team 
members as well as the customer and developer [1]. As trust is an essential prerequisite for any project, this will improve the trans-
parency, tranquillity, interaction, feedback and satisfaction. The teams see clarification among themselves, and this can be a critical 
method for product management. It will also reduce the discrepancies between the actual and expected output to a large extent. 
The discussions between the customer and the developer not only clarifies the need of the user or customer but also makes the cus-
tomer more responsible as he/she cannot say that this was not the product they ordered as they were involved in the entire devel-
opment process. Knowledge sharing and feedback will just optimize the whole process and improve the complete project manage-
ment for the product. 
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4. DRAWBACKS OF AGILE 
The underlying methodology and principles of Agile development to deliver operating solutions in tiny and unvaried chunks were 
quickly forgotten. The method was solely enforced throughout development part and created backlogs for operation groups that did 
not push product releases quick enough 
Even though agile is a modern approach, there are certain areas where agile using can be difficult to implement. Agile seems fine at 
the earlier stages where the sequence of development is not so necessary, but it can be too extreme or hybrid for a larger industry to 
use an agile method.  
1.    Distributed development environment are the environment where the developers are not all together and are working from dif-
ferent locations. The developers will face the problem of communication and face-to-face discussions with the customers as the 
team is split up. 
2.    Outsourcing of the software to subcontractors carefully based on predictions and assumptions. Before outsourcing the contrac-
tor must define the cost, bid, and plan to the subcontractors. 
3.    Large teams will have less support for the Agile projects as they will be focusing on their bigger projects where high HR is needed 
to solve a problem. Agile may be applicable for a smaller team. 
4.    Reusable artifacts are codes and other data such as charts, designs, and pattern as Agile uses extreme programming.It involves 
problem-solving in real time thus including objects will cause extra time and data. Continuous remodeling will be difficult when not 
developing application-specific artifacts. 
5.Coherent system style cannot emerge naturally as every practicality is additional iteratively supported user feedback – but, the sys-
tem truly becomes a lot of advanced with every practicality while not necessary refactoring. 
6.The industrial loan cannot pay later – This false assumption ends up in accumulated technical debt. And once new modules area 
unit additional on prime of accumulated technical debt, the ensuing blemished code and bugs area unit just too overpriced to mend. 
7.Constant refactoring may not be a best observe – the event method is ultimately stalled by endless refactoring needs in semi-
permanent comes. 
8.Following Agile processes cannot always suffice – In observations, systems have to be compelled to be versatile and adjustable to 
include changes as a part of the Agile development methodology. 
The Operations department was left behind with deployments pillar up quicker than they may be free and customers never truly 
received the worth they demanded. This trend ultimately gives rise to DevOps, a new-age version of Agile methodology encompass-
ing the Dev and Ops phase to change service delivery nimbleness and quality. 
 
5.DEVOPS 
DevOps could be a term for a bunch of ideas that, whereas not all new, have catalyzed into a movement and area unit apace spread-
ing throughout the technical community. like every new and widespread term, individuals have somewhat confused and typically 
contradictory impressions of what it's. Here’s my strive against however DevOps is usefully defined; I propose this definition as a reg-
ular framework to additional explicitly discuss the assorted problems DevOps covers. Like “Quality” or “Agile,” DevOps could be a 
giant enough thought that it needs some shade to totally perceive. 
 
 
 
6. DevOps Teams  
As well as these cross-functional product aligned groups, Still an exponent of the DevOps team idea is preferable. 
At enough scale, these groups area unit answerable for building and managing development tooling, check tooling, and perhaps 
many the infrastructure automation toolset.  
The DevOps teams have these tools and also the path to production, then have the mandate to assist the merchandise aligned 
groups aboard onto the tools and use them effectively to quickly and dependably ship their code.  
It's implausibly necessary that the DevOps team don't become a silo or a bottleneck WHO work on behalf of groups. Active groups 
don't work for individuals - they assist organizations to do their jobs! And since the delivery teams area unit themselves sanctioned 
with preparation and operational, well came upon to consume the optimized path to production that the DevOps team are building 
for them. 
 
7.THE NEED FOR DEVOPS 
Often, once the Dev team creates the answer, the purposeful needs square measure given full attention however preparation and 
support needs aren't comprehensive. These results in wonderments throughout application practice, production support, and failure 
recovery. If such instances repeat, business perceives IT as less responsive and unpredictable. 
 
In associate degree Agile situation, the event team produces operating practicality at the top of each sprint. However, the finished 
practicality would need to wait till the discharge date arrives. Even on the release date, if the Ops team isn't ready for integration and 
preparation or business isn't able to digest the new practicality, there'll be unharnessing delays. Shorter time to plug - a key ad-
vantage of Agile - isn't accomplished. 
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8. DEVOPS OVER AGILE 
Despite the common traits, never-ending flow of labor into IT Ops is vital to fast time to promote, delivery legerity and repair quality 
with DevOps, that is a holistic approach to software system development and release that doesn’t work as an improved version of 
the other Agile methodology enforced inside the constant cultural match. 
And though Agile and DevOps share similar goals of IT productivity, the latter approach encourages Devs and Ops to synchronize fast, 
agile development of production-ready code with Ops processes of testing, preparation, and management to stop backlogs. While 
not adequate synchronization between antecedently separate Dev and IT Op processes, DevOps primarily becomes a different variety 
of Agile methodology with a newly concerned Op team that also needs to trot out preparation backlogs. DevOps approach is used to 
handle the disconnect between Dev and Ops groups by extending group interactions and repair delivery across the worth chain, and 
incorporating end-user feedback in future DevOps processes to boost service quality. 
In different words, DevOps stresses on active collaboration and communication between the two departments inside a culture that 
allows optimized unharness cycles of high-quality and thoroughly-tested end-products. 
This cultural shift commands robust leadership to handle the challenges related to thorough transformation from water to Agile and 
ultimately, to DevOps. Implementing DevOps in large enterprises is especially difficult considering their concern and resistance to 
vary, cribbed departments warped by the lack of communication, unaligned and misunderstood job roles, issues close cloud-based 
solutions that modify DevOps, and a reluctant buy-in from senior leadership to embrace enterprise-wide transformation toward a 
radical new in operation model. 
Development and IT Operations square measure directly tied to the company’s bottom line, success, and profits, and organizations 
resisting actuality DevOps movement and functions risk being left behind in the race to deliver high worth product to the client. 
 
9. AGILE AND DEVOPS 
 
DevOps permits realization of the advantages of quicker delivery of practicality achieved through Agile. The subsequent sections de-
scribe the key concerns for this enablement: 
 
Continuous involvement of the Ops team 
An essential demand of DevOps is that the Ops team should be engaged with the event team throughout the life cycle of resolution 
development. Ops ought to participate right from the visioning stage to know the business vision, the epics, and therefore the un-
harness timelines. They ought to additionally contribute to determinant the solution's technical and schedule practicableness. 
 
 
Product owner  
The product owner (PO) is that the face of the business for the event team. The PO features a vision for the merchandise and fea-
tures a complete insight into the practical needs that to be solved. However, if the nonfunctional requirements (NFRs) aren't well 
understood and articulated by the PO, the event team won't be able to take them under consideration whereas making the design 
and building the ultimate resolution. 
 
The IT team and business leadership ought to equip the PO with the fundamental appreciation of NFRs, at the side of the necessities 
associated with technical aspects like the following: 
Deployment and support platforms 
Their convenience and limitations 
Dependency on merchandise partners on infrastructure maintenance 
Third-party interfaces/applications required for the ultimate solutions 
The PO isn't expected to be associated skilled in these areas, however, ought to be able to foresee such needs and communicate the-
se to the suitable stakeholders in IT and therefore the market. 
 
Product backlog 
Typically a product supply focuses on epics and stories associated with the practical needs. The PO and therefore the Dev team 
square measure well trained to brainstorm, break down stories and document the actual needs. However, usually, the NFRs aren't 
well per the backlog.  
 
Ops illustration within the organization 
The Agile development team is cross-functional and self-organizing. Ought to this team then embody associate Ops person too? Per-
haps -- this relies on however cross-skilled the team members square measure. Generally, in an exceedingly start-up IT organization, 
some the developers or testers would even be accountable for preparation and Level-3 (bug fixing) support. In such cases, the neces-
sities associated with development and support in coming up with and review conferences. 
However, in large organizations, operations would want an oversized team dedicated to requiring over completed code from multiple 
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Dev groups and deploy them. In such cases, job rotation might be a practical proposition. That is, some the developers may play the 
Ops role certainly the amount of your time, and a few of the Ops team members with the actual ability might be created a part of the 
Dev team for a correct amount of your day. This fashion the Ops facet would be depicted throughout the event cycle. 
 
Definition of Done 
Another key lever to involve Ops within the development cycle is to weave in Ops-related aspects within the Definition of Done. At 
the side of the quality cryptography, testing, and documentation components, validation of the code within the preparation platform 
(e.g., a mock production box), specific support directions as a part of the literature, and a recitation of those instructions ought to 
even enclosed within the Definition of Done. Here once more the inputs from the Ops team square measure crucial. 
 
Sprint coming up with and daily stand-up 
Sprint backlog coming up with and daily stand-ups ought to listen to the Ops desires whereas prioritizing backlog things and discuss-
ing progress. The sprint backlog ought to embody particular line things associated with securing the necessary technical school plat-
forms for mock preparation and different such coordination activities. It's a decent plan to incorporate the Ops team throughout 
sprint coming up with and in hand-picked daily stand-ups wherever the team would discuss Ops aspects. Any dependency on infra-
structure suppliers and system integrators ought to be thought-about at this stage mistreatment inputs from the Ops team. 
 
Sprint review 
The Ops team should not be concerned within the development cycle; it goes while not speech that they ought to be a part of the 
sprint review further. The Dev team ought to demonstrate the Ops-related options of the answer. Clearly, all sprint reviews might not 
embody Ops-related options. However, if the Ops team is a component of the demos, they need a chance to check what's springing 
up and supply inputs for the next sprints to boost the merchandise and embody Ops needs further. Here again, if one or a lot of-of 
the Dev team members represent Ops, it's simple to induce this alignment. If Ops could be a separate team, the Dev team has got to 
check that to cause the Ops team for product demos. 
 
Scrum of beginnings 
When multiple start groups work on an answer, the mixing of the output of every team has got to be fastidiously planned and dead. 
Every spring team ought to take into consideration the Ops needs and build options in alignment with the necessities. The merchan-
dise house owners ought to have a read of the ultimate product. However it'll be developed through multiple beginning groups, and 
wherever and the way it'll be deployed. They ought to involve the Ops groups to supply specific inputs for every opening team. At the 
beginning of beginning events, the POs ought to move and validate that the start groups, in reality, embody these in their plans and 
demos. 
 
Plan alignment 
DevOps and Agile complement one another well and facilitate the business and unharness groups arrange the annual unharness cal-
endar. With continuous engagement and collaboration with the event team, the Ops team gets to grasp that practicality is going to 
be initiating once. Thereupon insight and mistreatment the sprint completion pattern, the Dev and Ops groups ought to be able to 
predict with affordable accuracy the potential unharness dates. Eventually, they ought to attempt to align the discharge schedule 
with the sprint plans.  
 
Metrics 
To measure that DevOps facilitate more rapid releases, some leading and insulant indicators like the subsequent should be in used. 
Business statistics demonstrate that organizations mistreatment DevOps and Agile square measure able to build multiple releases to 
production in an exceedingly single day. 
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9. AGILE VS DEVOPS  
 
A recent RightScale survey has found that fifty-four of corporations have adopted DevOps and also the interest around DevOps is 
increasing quickly. What is DevOps? So is DevOps better than Agile? 
DevOps is a mix of Development & Operations which could be a software development methodology that appearance to correlate all 
the software development functions from development to operations inside the constant cycle.DevOps Needs a higher level of coor-
dination inside the different stakeholders within the code development method. It enhances Agile and Lean fine, by eliminating 
waste, removing handovers, and streamlining deployments to alter quicker and additional continuous deployments to PRODUCTION. 
Several organizations do Agile, machine-controlled testing, and delivery however solely push their pipelines as way as staging.  
 
Simply put, Agile may be a broad term used to describe a group’s development methodology. DevOps represents the delivery along 
of what was till recently two entirely completely different departments,  
 
Development and Operations, typically larger organizations. In larger, knowledgeable corporations, Development and Operations 
were traditionally (and very often still) run terribly otherwise (depending on the group of course) and very often 'frenemies.'  
 
 
10. CONCLUSIONS  
 
Agile replaced waterfall because of the most attractive alternative for computer code development. DevOps is that the future. It’s 
never-ending improvement cycle that software development models endure from time-to-time. You wish to embrace, perceive and 
infuse it. You need to master the assorted automation and continuous integration tools, so your automation efforts add price to the 
chain and are lean enough to adapt to changes quickly. The conception primarily remains an equivalent. Automation, automation, 
and additional automation are that the core of a made DevOps cycle 
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